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Source Code China: The New Global Hub of IT (Information Technology) OutsourcingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Source Code China
The New Global Hub of IT Outsourcing    

Welcome to the new technology outsourcing services industry reality: China!     

The factors that point to a country's potential and success as an outsourcing destination inevitably lead to the one country that is rapidly becoming the new hub for IT...
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Software by Design: Shaping Technology and The WorkplaceOxford University Press, 1994
As computers become more and more integral to business and other organizational operations around the world, software design must increasingly meet the social demands of the workplace.  This book provides an informative, cogent examination of how various social factors--such as organizational structure, workplace relations, and market...
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Data Mining with R: Learning with Case StudiesCRC Press, 2010

	The versatile capabilities and large set of add-on packages make R an excellent alternative to many existing and often expensive data mining tools. Exploring this area from the perspective of a practitioner, Data Mining with R: Learning with Case Studies uses practical examples to illustrate the power of R and data...
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Elements of Data CompressionCourse Technology PTR, 2001

	The data compression field has always been an important part of computer science,
	and it is becoming increasingly popular and important today. Although computers
	become faster and data storage becomes less expensive and more efficient, the in
	creased importance of sound and video necessitates the use of at least a small mea
	sure of...
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Pro Windows Phone App Development (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	Windows Phone, updated in Windows Phone 7.5, presents an exciting opportunity for developers to

	build and monetize mobile applications. It represents a major new investment into mobile computing

	by Microsoft, and in many ways is a major break from the past. To build applications for Windows

	Phone, it is important to understand its...
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Adobe InDesign CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Welcome to Adobe® InDesign® CS6, a powerful design and production application

	that offers precision, control, and seamless integration with other Adobe professional

	graphics software. Using InDesign, you can produce professional-quality, full-color

	documents on high-volume color printing presses, or print to a range of...
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Mastering the Art of Equity Trading Through Simulation, + Web-Based Software: The TraderEx Course (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An interactive guide to successfully trading in today's markets


	Mastering the Art of Equity Trading Through Simulation is a guidebook to interactive computer trading simulation designed to provide participants with hands-on experience in making tactical decisions and implementing them in different market...
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Reputation, Stock Price, and You: Why the Market Rewards Some Companies and Punishes OthersApress, 2012

	“All of our working lives we have heard the mantra, ‘a reputation lost is never regained.’ Still, the firms we work for, admire and invest in seem to take costly reputation hits all too often. Everyone interested in managing, regulating or investing in public firms will find Nir Kossovsky’s book a wonderful read...
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Disruption by Design: How to Create Products that Disrupt and then Dominate MarketsApress, 2014

	From Eli Whitney to Henry Ford to Ray Kroc to Steve Jobs, market disruptors have reaped the benefits, including fame and fortune. But do you have to be that rare genius whose unique skills can literally change the world? No. Disrupting a market is a discipline that can be learned. Disruption by Design—a handbook for...
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Cross-platform Localization for Native Mobile Apps with XamarinApress, 2016

	Tailor your apps to appeal to a global market. Microsoft MVP Chris Miller steps you through the process of enabling multiple language support, while using a single shared set of language resources using the .NET Framework.

	

	You will learn to adapt a simple mobile application for the Android, iOS, and Windows platforms, and...
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Management and Marketing of Wine Tourism Business: Theory, Practice, and CasesPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book links research in wine marketing/management and wine tourism, offering international and multidisciplinary perspectives.  Addressing the evolving nature of the wine tourism industry and market, the book brings in new research streams and technology advances such as; social media, customer empowerment and engagement,...
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Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2001
If you can think of the problem, Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook probably has the solution--at least when it comes to networking problems. This 714-page tome is absolutely phenomenal in scope. Though you may not find in-depth scholarly discussions of networking woes, you will find pragmatic tips that can help you through an...
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